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1. IXTROKNJCTION 
We consider the one-dimensional motions x :- s T u(x, t) of a continuum 
for which the stress n and strain U, are related via the constitutive equation 
(u - U,(UZ))( + I? -I n&)) = 0. -_ 
T (1-l) 
The equation of motion for the medium is 
PO u tt -(II? 0 < .r < I and t > 0, (1.2) 
and to (I. I) and (I .2) we adjoin the initial and boundary conditions: 
( u, ut,o) (x, 0) r (uO, z@, 0”) (x), 0 c:; “y ‘< I) (1.3) 
u(0, f) .- u( 1, t) -- 0. (1.4) 
Constitutivc equations like (1.1) h ave been used to model viscoelastic and 
elastic-plastic materials; see [ 141. The functions (I,(*) and uE(*) measure, 
respectively, the instantaneous and equilibrium elastic response of the material 
and are assumed to satisfy 
OE(O) = o,(O) == 0 and 0 < ue’(ur) < uI’(tJr) (1.5) 
for all values of the strain II, . (The prime denotes differentiation.) The number 
T > 0 is the relaxation time of the material and p. > 0 is the constant mass 
density of points in the reference configuration. 
The basic results of this investigation are a set of a priori estimates for smooth 
solutions of ( I. 1) (1.4). The first result, Theorem 1, follows from the bounded- 
ness of certain exponentially weighted energy integrals and is new. The pointwise 
estimates of Theorem 2 follow from Theorem 1 and arguments similar to those 
recently employed by MacCamy [5] and Nishida [6]. 
* This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant No. 
MPS 75-08035. 
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2. STATEMENT 0F RESULTS 
We assume that the functions u,( .) and uE( a) are C2 and satisfy (1.5). We also 
assume that the initial data of (1.3) satisfy 
u”( .) E qo, l] and w, 0”) (-1 E cap, 11 
and are compatible with the boundary condition (1.4); that is, 
d 
z4O = 7P = us0 = -& u,‘(u,o) v,o + ( 





at x = 0 and x = 1. 
For functions f on [0, l] we employ the following notation: 
Ilfll~=(~1f2(s)~~)1’2 and llfllm =G; If(4l- (2.3) 
If f is twice continuously differentiable on [0, l] and satisfies f (0) =f( 1) = 0, 
then 
llfllz G llf IL G Ilft! II2 G Ilfz llm < Ilfm II2 s (2.4) 
Given any number M > 0 and positive function p(q) we let 
P(M) = -p&/t) and P(M) = -My~<M~(4- (2.5) 
Throughout the remainder of this paper we restrict our attention to solutions 
of (1 . l)-( 1.4) satisfying 
II ux Ilm (t> e M and T i-~lW)II uzt Ilm (9 G cl(M)> 0 < t. 
Our only restriction on M > 0 is that it be small enough so that 
def (c~‘(M))~ 
ldM) = gs’(M) gI’(M) ( ‘. 
THEOREM 1. There are constants S > 0 and 0 < C, < 03 such that 
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Here, 
T2(t) = J‘,’ [p&h + Utj2 + (T ,*r,. (,$$))“2 + k3w))“” %)” 
and 
A” = mWuO,, Iii , II 8%’ II: , II 0,’ II@. I 









al 1 2 a.%.+ ati-” 
I (2.12) 
O&L& 
IIm (t), sy 11 axZgi-m 11 W] G C2J2e-“t’T. 
OQ& 
m 
3. ENERGY INTEGRALS AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We first observe that if u and 0 satisfy (l.l)-( 1.4), then u satisfies 
and 
(P&t - 443t + (l/T) (PO% - %E(%hJ = 07 
( u, Ut , utt) (x, 0) = ! u”, v”, O<x<l, 




To obtain the basic energy integral we multiply (3.1) by 2TeBBtIT(Tz+, + u,), 
integrate the resulting expression over (0, 1) x (0, t), and exploit the boundary 
conditions (3.3). The result is 
1 
e26t/T 
.r( Pow&t + UJ2 + T2fJ,‘(U,) & + 2%(u,) U,f + 0 2 ~uzdn) dg) (~7 4 dx 
+ T St e2*TlT fl (2(q’ - (se’) (uz) - To;@,) u,,) I&(X, T) dx d7 
0 0 
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1 
i[ ( To O = PO 0 * + wy + T%T,‘(u,*) (wz”)2 
+ 2T~&4,~) vzo + 2 r’ T&(q) dq] (x) dx 
+ g s,’ p7’T I ( p&k, i-- d2 + T2d(uz) u:, 
t 2T442) u,, + 2 l”’ uE(q) dq) (x, T) dx d7. (3.4) 
The fact that u satisfies (2.6) guarantees that the left-hand side of (3.4) is bounded 
from below by the left-hand side of (2.8). Thus we obtain 
e2*?r2(t) + T/I(M) i’ e2*‘IT 11 u,, !I: (7) dx 
1 
G PO I[ ( 0 
5 + z+‘)~ + T%J,‘(u,~) (w,O)~ + 2Tu,(uzo) w,” 
+ 2 I” cdd &] (4 dx (3.5) 
+ $ J’b e26T’r Jc,’ ( poG%r + Q2 + T%‘(4 $, + 2To,k4 uz, 
+ 2 (= uE(q)dp) (x, .) dx d7. 
Again, r2(t) is defined in (2.9) and (( . II2 in (2.3). 
LEMMA 1. For s@cient~ small 6 there are constants A, B, and C (which are 
independent of 6) such that 
Iot e26T’T J^b [P,(%, 2 uJ2 + T2u,‘(uz) u:, 
+ 2T&,) us, + 2 f+ e(q) dq] (x, 7) dx dr 
0 
(3.6) 
< AJ12 + B sup [e”“‘r 2 r (T)] + C lt e26r’T!I uz, II: (4 dT. I 
o<xt 
Granting for the moment the validity of the last lemma we see that if 6 is 




and TLW) , 
4 (3.7) 
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then (3.5) reduces to 
2pqyq - sup (p’r 2 r (7)) 
0<7<t 
+ WW it e28T’r II u,, II”, (4 dT 
The last identity and 
imply that 
sup ezstlrr2(t) = sup 1 sup e267/Tr2(T)/ 
0-3 0<t O$TQ 
(3.9) 
1 
sup ezstlTP(t) < 2 S[ ( pa o<t 0 F + vojz + T%,‘(u,O) (v3co)2 
+ 2T%(%“) so + 2 f@ dq) S] (4 dx (3.10) 
0 
The desired result now follows from the fact that the integrals on the right-hand 
sides of (3.8) and (3.10) are bounded by the right-hand side of (2.8) for an 
appropriately chosen constant C’, . 
Proof of Lemma 1. We first observe that solutions satisfying (2.6) satisfy 
< 2po o1 (T2& + u,2) (x, T) dx + 2a,‘(M) .r,’ u,2@, T) dx 
s 
+ T2(&‘(M) + c%‘(M)) J^b z&x, 4 dx. 
The boundary condition (3.3) and the inequalities (2.4) imply that 
and /I Ut ii; (t) < II %m II; (Q. (3.12) 
Thus, by virtue of (3.1 l), it suffices to show that the desired inequalites are true 
for utt and u,, . 
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We establish the result for II,, first. We observe that (3.1) may be rewritten as 








e-(t-&?),T (1 - A%)) 
(x9 4 u&3, (x9 4 ch 
0 T (3.15) 
= pourt + e-"r(uzo - u;(uzo) u”,,). 
If we now multiply (3.15) by e~‘/Tu,(u,& and integrate the resulting expression 
over (0, 1) x (0, t) we obtain 
1 t 
J-H 






~‘1-6”‘-8’/T (1 -;w 
(x, s) @MU,, (x, 4 dE] & ak 
= PO i1 W”(X) a,‘(~,~) t&x) dx + p. JTb e2bs’t i’ u;(u,) u&(x, T) dv dr 
$- ,dl [e-(1-s’7’T(u,0 - u;(uz) u”,) - +$ e*r’Tu,(x, 7)] 




then implies that since u satisfies (2.6) the left-hand side of (3.16) is bounded 
from below by 
2 (PW)-- 8) t 
0 < (o;(w) 
267/T 
-(* _ 6) 
I o e 
II u,, Ii: (4 d7, Oak/p), (3.18) 
0 < r(M) = min %7’(m) 
-&fGrn<M Tm- -=I l* 
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To obtain the desired result we must obtain an upper bound for the right-hand 
side of (3.16). The first term is of the desired type and the second and third 
terms satisfy, respectively, 




,-(-)qQ - o;(u,o) u”22) - 
0 0 
$C$ e67’ru1(,(x, T)] esT’ruI(uz)2 (x, T) dx dT 
(u,‘w))2 (AW - 6) r’ . - 2,3+/t II ,,a, \ , s; 
2 (1 - 8) Jo e 1: Km I’2 (71 =s 
(l-86) T 1 
[ ’ o,‘(W (p(W - 4 w - 6) s 
’ (uz” - o;(uzo) u:,)” (x) dx 
0 
(3.20) 
for 0 < 6 < H&Z). To estimate the last term in (3.16) we require 
LEMMA 2. Suppose 0 < h < ~(4) and 
e2”” II * 1;: (t) < e-(Yoea)“T (1 * 11: (0) + (h i sJ2 oy:, esbr” I:g !I: (4 (3.22) 
forO<S<pc). 
Proof. We multiply (3.21) by eaer/r+(x, t) and integrate the resulting expres- 
sion over (0, 1) to obtain 
T & (ezatlT j: JI 11: (t)) 
:< -2(po - 6) e2”” (( 4 11: (t) + 2e”“* I! g II2 (t) eatiT II 4 !I2 (t). 
The above inequality and 
e28tlT e26t’r 11 g 1;: (t) 
I! 4 11: (4 + -qpo _ 6) 
imply the desired result. m 
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An immediate consequence of Lemma 2 and (2.9) is the inequality 
I J 
1 &+5tir w&z) (~9 t)dx 
0 
(3.23) 
+ + [T2(12 p(M)) 
h’(W - 
+ (JEW) (P# - aI2 I 
sup PWs(r), 
0<7<t 
for 0 < 6 < pL* =de* (~7c’(M)/~?c’(Af)). That u,, satisfies an inequality of the 
desired type now follows from (3.16H3.20) and (3.23). Similar calculations 
yield the estimate for utt . 
A corollary to Theorem 1 which will be useful in what follows is given below: 
COROLLARY 1. There me mutants 0 < 6 and 0 < C, < CO such that 
eatiT II ut Ilm 0) < WI ad eatIT II u, IL (4 < C2Jl . (3.24) 
Prmf. That ut satisfies (3.24)r follows from the inequalities 
(3.25) 
iI ut II2 0) G !I utz 112” (0. (3.26) 
To establish (3.24), we first observe that Eq. (3.1) implies that u satisfies the 
integro-differential equation 




Identity (3.27) in turn yields 
(F;,‘(M))~ II uzz il: (‘1 
(3.29) 
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where 
Cc_(M) = min p(m). 
-M<rn(M 
The results of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 imply that 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
for some 0 < C, < co and 0 < 6 < 1, and (3.31) when combined with (3.29) 
implies that the same is true for u,, . The desired result for u, now follows 
from II 4 IIt G il u,, II: (0. I 
4. POINTWISE ESTIMATES AND PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section it is convenient to regard the solution of (3.1)-(3.3) as the 
restriction to [0, l] x [0, CQ) of the solution of (3.1) satisfying the initial condi- 
tion 
where ( Uo, I/O, 2s) is 2-periodic and satisfies 
(Z./y-x), V”( --x), zy -x)) = (- UO(x), - V”(x), P(x)), --co<x<x, 
(4.2) 
and 
(UO, vo, 20) (x) = (u”, d, u”) (x), O<x<l. (4.3) 
We let 
and j3 = + ( u1 + /oUz (*)“’ &) . 
If u satisfies (3.1) and (4.1), then 
and 
(4.5) 
(4 4) (x, 0) =I (UO, V”) (49 --oo<x<co, (4.6) 
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and the Riemann invariants a and /? satisfy 
and 
and 
/3(x, 0) = $- (Q(x) $. ~uzo(=) (*y2 &)) .
Here, 
o<r(m)=$$<l, 
tit(q) satisfies q = I”’ ( 4;’ ),‘2&, 









(- f lt Pk) (x9 7) d?) (-CO - 4w3 a) (4 
&% 
(4.12) 
The results of Corollary 1 imply there are constants 0 < 6 << 1 and 0 < Ca < co 
such that 
max[l a(~, t)] , ] /?(x, t)]] < J$ (1 + (F)“‘) jre-dtrr. (4.13) 
Our task now is to obtain bounds for the derivatives of OL and /I. We let 




Bt - c(q) B, + $ (q) AB - f (q) B4 = F,, - ; (q) (B - A)F, . (4.16) 
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Here, q = ,B - (II. If we now exploit the identities 
A = 4% - 44) Qz) + F 
2 1 
and fj = t4t + 47) !laJ + F 
2 1 
we find that 
(y!Yf A 
c1’2t4) 





q - c(q) az - -$ (q) GP = -EL- - 
c1’2(4) 
Moreover, identities (4.9~(4.12) imply that 







and this, when combined with (4.18)-(4.20) yields 
at + c(q) a!&! + (l -$o)) OT 
1 --- i” + c(q) 2) H(q) + ( @+(q)2)r Ido) 
T at 
I 1 +PMz)) 
( 2C2(q) T 
c’ I c1/2 i4) q of -- 
(4.22) 
--. - - 1 (” - c(q) ;, H(q) + ( p@Cq!&- p(o) t- -$ (4) a) L@ 
T at (4.23) 
_ 1 + Pe%?)) ( 2S2(q) T +fk)(=- n))F,, 
where 
(4.24) 
The task at hand is to obtain estimates for the solutions of (4.22) and (4.23). 
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To obtain these we require estimates for the functions Fl of (4.12) and H of 
(4.24). We observe that Fl may be written 
4(x, t> = exp (- + S,’ 44 lx, 7) 4) Go - 4(Uz0) EL) (1 - cc(%)) U&-P t) 
2Po 2T 
(4.25) 
If we denote the terms on the right-hand side of (4.25) by (I)-(V), respectively, 






I v I (x9 t) < PY4 SUP-hf<m<M I cL’(m)l WBYJI 
%4q - 4 (PI’“” - sup I.99 - d I (x, s). --m<z<m 
Similarly, the function H satisfies 
O<S<i (4.30) 




< (1 - !!W) 6Yw)“” 
2pi’4 
c / -6t,T 
3s . 
(4.31) 
In formulas (4.26H4.31) p. is the constant mass density of points in the reference 
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configuration; T > 0 is the relaxation time of the material; p,‘(M), G;(M), and 
e(M) are the constants defined in (2.5) and (3.30) respectively; Ca and 6 are the 
constants of Corollary 1; and J, and jz are the norms defined in (2.10) and 
(2.1 l), respectively. 
In what follows f(*; x, t) and b(.; x, t) denote the forward and backward 
characteristics through (x, t). These are defined by 
0Gszg.t and .f(C x, 4 = x, (4.32) 
and 
db 
- = -c(q(b, s)), ds 0 < s < t 
and b(t-; x, t) = x (4.33) 
If we integrate (4.22) and (4.23) along the curves f and 6, respectively, we obtain 
= e-(l-~(0))t~zr~(f(O; .q t), 0) _ fad (x7 t> T + e-ll-u~O~)t/ZT Ep(f(O; +, q, 0) 
and 
-.= e-(X-~V')'t/W&$f(b(O; x, t),-J) + H");' ') _ 6-(l-rr~O)WtT &$@ (b(O; X? 970) 
(4.35) 
lf we now let 
P(t) dAf max[ sup I C?l(x, t)l , sup I a(~, t)ll, (4.36) 
--m<z<m -@<z-cm 
and recall that J1 < Ja , we find that if u satisfies (2.6), then P(.) satisfies 
P(t) < ICI J2e-StIT 
+ K3 l* e-(l-u(0))(t-*)‘2=(o~~~ P(s’))* ds 
\ 
(4.37) 
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for all 0 < 8 < 1 and suitably chosen positive constants K1 - K3 which are 
independent of 8. It now follows that if jz is sufficiently small then P(t) < 
2Klj,e-6tlT and this inequality and the estimates for Fl imply that similar 
estimates are true for at , CL, , /It , /3,, utt , utr , and uz5 . This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
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